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What is Clean
As we excitedly escape our homes and re-enter
civilization, pause and reflect on the word “clean”
and ask yourself what does “clean” mean to YOU. Is
“clean” something you see, smell, or is it what you
are NOT seeing or smelling? Clean is often
perceived positively, elevates confidence, and can
be comforting when you think something is clean
because it looks, smells, and feels clean. As our
states reopen, consumers need to look beyond
their senses and question what does “clean” mean
as we happily go out to eat, meet for a drink, hit
the gym, or finally get into our favorite salon.
Clean Defined
Let’s start with the Merriam-Webster definition of
the word “clean”-that is “free from dirt or pollution”
or “free from contamination or disease”. The first
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Above
Luciferin is the light-emitting
compound found in lightning bugs
that makes them light up.

Tools to easure Cleanliness
So how do we capture and use ATP? Well, the simplest explanation is there
are tools available that consist of a Q-tip si*ed swab and a small handheld
device called a luminometer. Basic use of the tools is simple. Swab surface,
noting there is an extractant on the tip of the swab that is similar to a
medical-grade mouthwash. Once the surface area has been swabbed, snap
the bulb of the swab which contains a substance called luciferin i.e. makes
lightning bugs light up). Insert the swab into the luminometer. When
incoming substance is swabbed, the cells are broken open by the
extractant, the luciferin hits the broken cell and gives off light, which is read
Above
Luminometer with swab inserted
to test surface cleanliness.

by the luminometer. The more light, the more ATP, which means the more
possible contaminants on a surface. It is a clean/dirty test that will detect
bacteria, urine, blood, fecal matter, skin cells, anything organic. ATP will also
show if a cleaning product works or not. There are numeric values that can
be set as pass/fail thresholds.

Build Confidence throuh Validation
Now that you know there are tools available in the market, I hope you have changed your
perception of what clean means. Businesses can verify and certify their ability to "clean" and
disinfect. It's all about the data that goes beyond imagery and our senses. Your eyes and nose
aren't physically capable of seeing the harmful bacteria or viruses that are present in the
environment. When it comes to clean, verify cleanliness to build consumer trust and increase
confidence with data.

When it comes to clean, verify cleanliness to
build consumer trust and increase confidence.

